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After a near-death experience, Peter Bedard was faced with the greatest
challenge of all:Living a life in severe physical, emotional,and spiritual pain.
The former dancer soon discovered that the anger and frustration he felt
because of his injuries were not only keeping him in pain, but were waiting
to teach him the greatest gifts of his life. Now, a celebrated author,
consultant, international speaker, and healer, Peter helps thousands of
people globally to live a life of full potential while integrating the lessonspeople globally to live a life of full potential while integrating the lessons
of pain into balanced living. You can find Peter’s first book, “Convergence
Healing, Healing Pain with Energetic Love”, published with Enliven Books/
Simon & Schuster. His second book,“Cultivating Joy When Happiness is
Work” and his third book, “Your Pain is Your Cure, A Handbook for
Healing” are coming soon!
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Peter Bedard is a brilliant holistic practitioner. He
understands how true healing can manifest given
the right tools and therapy. I’ve been working with
Peter for several years and I’m super impressed
with the results he gets with my patients. I highly
recommend Peter to everyone who wants to get
their wellness and life back on track.their wellness and life back on track.
- Dr. Darrick E. Sahara, BS, DC

Peter understands the value of client-centered
care, as well as a team-approach to healing. He
has deep insight into the needs of his clients, and
is skilled in assembling the right interprofessional
team to fit each facet of their care.It is a pleasure
to work together on multiple cases, as we partner
to support healing of the whole person.to support healing of the whole person.
- Dr. Giancarlo Licata, Vital Head and Spine

My patients have nothing but positive things to
say about the sessions they have had with Peter!
Many have had profound changes from learning
to how handle stress, quitting smoking, finding
balance, and more. Peter’s practice adds another
dimension to our holistic care that can get our
patients to optimal health. I’m happy to refer mypatients to optimal health. I’m happy to refer my
patients to Peter!
- Dr. Clement Lee, Optimal Health and Wellness

SPEAKING TOPICS
Going Beyond Healing – Learn to create your
own personal roadmap for healing that goes
beyond drugs and surgery. We all have heard
the phrase, “Body, mind, and spirit” but what
does that really mean and how do you actually
apply that to wellness? Peter shares his
experience of overcoming chronic pain,experience of overcoming chronic pain,
fibromyalgia, arthritis, asthma, sciatica, fear,
anxiety, brain damage, and depression and how
to step into your greatest self.

Your Pain is Your Cure – In our culture, we look
at pain and dis-ease experiences as the enemy
when in reality they are our greatest healers
and our most important teachers. Learn how to
start communicating with these parts of us that
are suffering in a loving and productive manner
so that you can change your life. Learn howso that you can change your life. Learn how
loving your pain can set you free.

When Happiness is Work – An enormous
portion of the work force population is suffering
in silence. This pain is translating into lost
wages, overwhelming sick days, lower
productivity, and unhappy work environments.
Sadness, depression, frustration, and anxiety
are ruining lives and costing us billions of dollarsare ruining lives and costing us billions of dollars
as our quality of life sinks to new lows. Peter
shares how one can cultivate joy in the
mundane, emerge through the pain with grace,
and achieve higher levels of awareness and
unconditional happiness.


